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Background 
Automotive crashes are one of the leading causes of death in the US, with side-impacts constituting a 

significant portion of these.  When looking specifically at small, older female occupants, thoracic related injuries 
are among the leading causes of these fatalities.  For this reason, a series of six side-impact post-mortem human 
subject (PMHS) sled tests were conducted using realistic boundary conditions (i.e. pretensioner, airbag, and 
intruding vehicle door).  Results of these tests showed AIS 3+ thoracic injuries to all six PMHS despite current 
side impact anthropomorphic test devices (ATDs) predicting less than a 10% probability of serious injury.  It is 
hypothesized that combined loading of the thorax, caused by the seatbelt pre-tensioner in the anterior-posterior 
(A/P) direction and lateral loading from the side airbag, increased the frequency of rib fractures despite the lack of 
lateral thoracic deflection typically associated with fracture.  Thus, a series of three PMHS lab tests were 
conducted to test this hypothesis. 
 
Methods 

Prior to PMHS testing, several ATD tests were run using a SID-IIs ATD to match the side impact sled 
test conditions from the previous study.  A pneumatic lateral impactor with a foam face was used as an airbag 
surrogate to eliminate variation of impact energy during testing.  Testing parameters, including impactor velocity, 
were tuned based on rib deflections measured by the SID-IIs and an external chestband until they matched 
previous data from the original sled series.  Three PMHS were tested, each under three different conditions: 1) 
seatbelt pretensioner only loading (A/P), 2) airbag surrogate only loading (lateral), and 3) combined loading.  
Each subject was instrumented with a series of strain gages located both anteriorly and posteriorly and on both 
right and left ribs to detect potential fractures and fracture timing.  Chest deflection was measured using two 
chestbands, with one centered at the axillary level and one at the xiphoid process of each subject.  An anatomical 
dissection was completed after each series of tests to document all injuries sustained due to the impacts.   
 
Results 

While the goal was to conduct three impacts per PMHS, due to the detection of rib fractures by the strain 
gages or the lack of fractures, the number of impacts conducted per PMHS varied.  All three PMHS initially 
underwent the pretensioner only test, resulting in A/P chest compressions varying between 7-12% and no rib 
fractures.  PMHS01 only experienced the lateral only impactor test due to sustaining 5 rib fractures and recorded 
11% lateral compression.  PMHS02 was tested a total of five times after the initial pretensioner test: three lateral 
only and two combined tests.  The lateral compression of these tests ranged between 4-8% for lateral only and 7-
8% for the combined.  The tests resulted in 2 rib fractures after the third lateral only test at an impact speed of 3.2 
m/sec.  Finally, PMHS03 was impacted a total of three times following the pretensioner test: two lateral and one 
combined.  Lateral chest compressions fell between 6-9% for the lateral only and 7% for the combined test.  
PMHS03 sustained 6 rib fractures following the lateral only impact at 3.0 m/sec. 
 
Discussion & Conclusions 

The goal of the series of three tests per PMHS was to test the hypothesis that combined loading during 
side impact crashes increases rib fractures despite low levels of lateral thoracic loading.  The pretensioner seatbelt 
only tests on all three PMHS revealed that pretensioners probably do not exclusively cause rib fractures to small, 
older occupants.  Strain gage data revealed that the strain in the struck side ribs was compressive during the lateral 
only tests, but was in tension during the combined tests.  Moreover, the combined loading also reduced the 
magnitude of the strain in the ribs. When comparing lateral only and combined tests which were conducted at 
similar lateral impact velocities, percent lateral chest compression remained consistent.  Future work is needed to 
fully understand the underlying mechanism of injury. 


